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The Leptons

What is the Standard Model?

The Quarks

• Previous picture = 12 jets with pT > 50 GeV at CMS (13 TeV)
The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.
Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.

Many

The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.
The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.

The most common lepton is the
electron and we manipulate these
to produce electrical current.

Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clusters of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
hadrons are protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.

Muons and tauons are much the
same
as
electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.

Hard

You'll never
detect me!

• Not just many jets, but also many scales: very difficult for
All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.

theoretical descriptions.
Picture Credit: Particle Fever

The Higgs Mechanism

Neutrinos
are
the
oddest
members of the lepton family.
They are extremely light and they
interact only via the weak force.
This makes them very hard to
detect and study.

Stay clo

The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
heavier than the rest of the
quarks and so will often decay
before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.

The Forces

• Phase space probed in Higgs boson analyses and searches
Problems and Questionsfor
Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

Hurry up!

new physics put us right into the most difficult regions:
The particles in the SM have a wide
range of masses. Physicists began to
wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.
The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.

The electromagnetic force is carried
by the photon and is the most familiar
of the forces in the SM. This force is the
reason why opposite electric charges
and magnetic poles attract each other.
By exploiting this force, we live in a
world today with on-demand electricity.

!

!

Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
of SM particles, so what is it?
The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.

Large rapidity separations or large invariant mass enhance
(multi-)jet production (e.g. VBF)
The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.

!

!

seeHiggs
ATLAS
1107.1641,
D0 1302.6508, …
was the first
one to write down
that the field should have a
corresponding particle, now the
'Higgs Particle', that you should be
able to search for in experiments. In
2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his
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The strong force, carried by the
is what holds all the atomic
together. Without it, all atoms
burst apart and complex beings

gluon,
nuclei
would
like us

!

The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.
In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other
members?

?

?

?

?

?

Jenni Smillie, 24 Mar 2017

The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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The Leptons

What is the Standard Model?

• Extra power of

The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.

The Quarks

The most common lepton is the
electron and we manipulate these
to produce electrical current.

Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clusters of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
hadrons are protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.

!s compensated by large phase space and large
Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.

Muons and tauons are much the
same
as
electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.

logarithms - even more at 13 TeV, 100 TeV…
The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.
The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.

Stay clo

The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
heavier than the rest of the
quarks and so will often decay
before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.

• Already at LHC Run I, (n+1)-jet rates are not small compared to
All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.

Neutrinos
are
the
oddest
members of the lepton family.
They are extremely light and they
interact only via the weak force.
This makes them very hard to
detect and study.

You'll never
detect me!

n-jet rates [0.2 rising to 0.3 after VBF cuts]
Picture Credit: Particle Fever

Higgs Mechanismassociated with
• The
The Forces
Stability
NLO fails in difficult regions of phase
Problems and Questions

space — demands a new approach

Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

Hurry up!

The particles in the SM have a wide
range of masses. Physicists began to
wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.

The electromagnetic force is carried
by the photon and is the most familiar
of the forces in the SM. This force is the
reason why opposite electric charges
and magnetic poles attract each other.
By exploiting this force, we live in a
world today with on-demand electricity.

!

!

Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
of SM particles, so what is it?

• High Energy Jets sums leading logs in s/t at all orders in
The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.

Higgs was the first one to write down
that the field should have a
corresponding particle, now the
'Higgs Particle', that you should be
able to search for in experiments. In
2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his
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The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.

!

!

!

The strong force, carried by the
is what holds all the atomic
together. Without it, all atoms
burst apart and complex beings

gluon,
nuclei
would
like us

!

!s

The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.
The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.
In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other
members?

?
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?

?
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The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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The Leptons

What is the Standard Model?

Amplitudes themselves become simpler
in the “high energy” limit
The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.

Δyij

Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.

∞, |pTi| finite

The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.
The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.

The most common lepton is the
electron and we manipulate these
to produce electrical current.

Picture Credit: Particle Fever

The Higgs Mechanism

Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clusters of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
hadrons are protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.

Current

Muons and tauons are much the
same
as
electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.

Neutrinos
are
the
oddest
members of the lepton family.
They are extremely light and they
interact only via the weak force.
This makes them very hard to
detect and study.

Can use this simpler structure to make an
efficient event generator for arbitrary
numbers of quarks/gluons.
All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.

The Quarks

You'll never
detect me!

Stay clo

The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
heavier than the rest of the
quarks and so will often decay
before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.

Decreasing
Rapidity

The Forces

Problems and Questions
Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

The particles in the SM have a wide
range of masses. Physicists began to
wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.

The electromagnetic force is carried
by the photon and is the most familiar
of the forces in the SM. This force is the
reason why opposite electric charges
and magnetic poles attract each other.
By exploiting this force, we live in a
world today with on-demand electricity.

Applies to loop diagrams too: gives
leading log terms at all orders in "s
Hurry up!

The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.
Higgs was the first one to write down

The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.

!

!

!

!

Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
of SM particles, so what is it?

Current

The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.
The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.

In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the
the field should have 0910.5113,
a
Andersen & JMSthat
arXiv:0908.2786,
1101.5394, +Hapola 1201.6763, +Medley
+Brooks,
Cockburn,
quark and 1603.05460,
lepton families, so why
does nature choose
to have otherMaier
corresponding particle, now the
!

'Higgs Particle', that you should be
able to search for in experiments. In
2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his

PSR, Cambridge
H

The strong force, carried by the
is what holds all the atomic
together. Without it, all atoms
burst apart and complex beings

gluon,
nuclei
would
like us

members?
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The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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You'll never
detect me!

Picture Credit: Particle Fever

Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...
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burst apart and complex beings like us
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The Leptons

What is the Standard Model?

Latest addition extends HEJ method to Z plus jets
The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.

The Quarks

Andersen, Medley, JMS arXiv:1603.05460

The most common lepton is the
electron and we manipulate these
to produce electrical current.

Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clusters of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
hadrons are protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.

Interference effects from quark lines mean more complicated than W+Jets
Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.
The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another.
Without them, the universe would1 be
a
boring.
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Hurry up!

pn−1
n−1particles in the SM have
a wide
V µThe
range of masses. Physicists began to

wonder why this should be the case
n among
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.

p

The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.

p3

All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.

The Higgs Mechanism

Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

p

2
2
The Higgs particle (black) was
only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.

Muons and tauons are much the
same
as
electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.

Neutrinos
are
the
oddest
members of the lepton family.
They are extremely light and they
interact only via the weak force.
This makes them very hard to
detect and study.

You'll never
detect me!

The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
heavier than the rest of the
quarks and so will often decay
before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.

pn−1

The Forces

pn
The electromagnetic force is carried
by the photon and is the most familiar
of the forces in the SM. This force is the
reason why opposite electric charges
and magnetic poles attract each other.
By exploiting this force, we live in a
world today with on-demand electricity.

Problems and Questions

!

!

Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
of SM particles, so what is it?

yjj/2

The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.

?

?

?

Only able to do this because we operate on the amplitudes and not amp-squared
The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.

!

!

The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.

Includes interference terms missing in e.g. electroweak shower
Higgs was the first one to write down
that the field should have a
corresponding particle, now the
'Higgs Particle', that you should be
able to search for in experiments. In
2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his

PSR, Cambridge
H

Stay clo
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The strong force, carried by the
is what holds all the atomic
together. Without it, all atoms
burst apart and complex beings

gluon,
nuclei
would
like us

!

In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other
members?

?

?

Jenni Smillie, 24 Mar 2017

The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.
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The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.
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The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
(b)
is string theory.

HEJ predictions gives good(a)description across range
The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.

The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.
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The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
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The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.

HEJ uncertainty is basically LO, but almost pure normalisation
Higgs was the first one to write down
that the field should have a
corresponding particle, now the
'Higgs Particle', that you should be
able to search for in experiments. In
2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his
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∫ L dt = 4.6 fb
The most common lepton is the
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Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.
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They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.
The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.
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The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.
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All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.
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Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clusters of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
hadrons are protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.

The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
heavier than the rest of the
quarks and so will often decay
before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.
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In this distribution (pT of the leading jet in inclusive 3j events), the theory
predictions show similar levels of agreement. BlackHat+Sherpa is best.
The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.

The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.
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The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.
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In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other
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The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.
The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.
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All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.
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before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.
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The Higgs Mechanism

Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

Hurry up!

The particles in the -5
SM have a wide
range of masses.10
Physicists began to
wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter
0 Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.
The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.
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Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
500 so what is1000
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of SM particles,
it?
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The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know
that[GeV]
gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.
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The logs uniquely described in HEJ become increasingly important as m12
?
increases. Seen here where the HEJ prediction remains flat while others deviate.
Higgs was the first one to write down
that the field should have a
corresponding particle, now the
'Higgs Particle', that you should be
able to search for in experiments. In
2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his

PSR, Cambridge
H

The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.
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The strong force, carried by the
is what holds all the atomic
together. Without it, all atoms
burst apart and complex beings

gluon,
nuclei
would
like us
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The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.

In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other
members?
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The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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The Leptons

However, other variables require evolution in pT
E.g. Large HT = sum of transverse momentum of visible particles
What is the Standard Model?

The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.

Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.
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was awarded the Nobel prize for his
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The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.

The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
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electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.
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The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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The Leptons

The Quarks

Green = “pure” HEJ, orange = HEJ + Ariadne (parton shower), blue = POWHEG
What is the Standard Model?

Andersen, Lönnblad, JMSThe arXiv:1104.1316
most common lepton is the
The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.
Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.
The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.
The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.

Picture Credit: Particle Fever

The Higgs Mechanism

All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.

ATLAS arXiv:1405.5756
Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clusters of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
hadrons are protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.

electron and we manipulate these
to produce electrical current.

Muons and tauons are much the
same
as
electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.

Neutrinos
are
the
oddest
members of the lepton family.
They are extremely light and they
interact only via the weak force.
This makes them very hard to
detect and study.

You'll never
detect me!

Stay clo

The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
heavier than the rest of the
quarks and so will often decay
before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.

The Forces
Problems and Questions

Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

Hurry up!

The particles in the SM have a wide
range of masses. Physicists began to
wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.

The electromagnetic force is carried
by the photon and is the most familiar
of the forces in the SM. This force is the
reason why opposite electric charges
and magnetic poles attract each other.
By exploiting this force, we live in a
world today with on-demand electricity.
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Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
of SM particles, so what is it?

The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.

The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.

!
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The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.

The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.
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But also clear still need HEJ corrections to describe some distributions.
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2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his
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is what holds all the atomic
together. Without it, all atoms
burst apart and complex beings
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The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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The Leptons

Have seen HEJ description worsens in regions where matching
component is more significant, e.g. large momentum
What is the Standard Model?

The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.

•

Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.

The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.

The Higgs Mechanism

Hurry up!

Muons and tauons are much the
same
as
electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.

Adding these will move more of the cross section into part
subject to resummation
Picture Credit: Particle Fever

Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clusters of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
hadrons are protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.

Stay clo

Description already leading-log in inclusive dijets, but is not
leading-log for all subprocesses
The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.

•

The most common lepton is the
electron and we manipulate these
to produce electrical current.

The Quarks
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The particles in the SM have a wide
range of masses. Physicists began to
wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.
The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.

b

All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.

g

Neutrinos
are
the
oddest
members of the lepton family.
They are extremely light and they
interact only via the weak force.
This makes them very hard to
detect and study.

You'll never
detect me!

The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
heavier than the rest of the
quarks and so will often decay
before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.

The Forces

1

Problems and Questions

The electromagnetic force is carried
by the photon and is the most familiar
of the forces in the SM. This force is the
reason why opposite electric charges
and magnetic poles attract each other.
By exploiting this force, we live in a
world today with on-demand electricity.

+…

2

The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.

!

!

!

Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
of SM particles, so what is it?
The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.
The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.

Example 1: allow a gluon emission outside in rapidity of a quark
Higgs was the first one to write down
that the field should have a
corresponding particle, now the
'Higgs Particle', that you should be
able to search for in experiments. In
2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his
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The strong force, carried by the
is what holds all the atomic
together. Without it, all atoms
burst apart and complex beings

gluon,
nuclei
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The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.

In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other
members?
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The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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What is the Standard Model?

Without unordered resummation

With unordered resummation

The most common lepton is the
electron and we manipulate these
to produce electrical current.

d /dHT [fb]
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The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.
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The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.
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Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.
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All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.
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Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

Hurry up!

The particles in the SM have a wide
range of masses. Physicists began to
wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.
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The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.
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Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clusters of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
hadrons are protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.
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Total rate
All-order component
Fixed-order component

Muons and tauons are much the
same
as
electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.

The top quark is the black sheep
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of the quark family. It is much

You'll never
detect me!

Neutrinos
are
the
oddest
members of the lepton family.
They are extremely light and they
interact only via the weak force.
This makes them very hard to
detect and study.
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The electromagnetic force is carried
by the photon and is the most familiar
of the forces in the SM. This force is the
reason why opposite electric charges
and magnetic poles attract each other.
By exploiting this force, we live in a
world today with on-demand electricity.
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The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.
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Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
of SM particles, so what is it?
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The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.

Fixed order component reduced from ~20% to ~12%
Higgs was the first one to write down
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corresponding particle, now the
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The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.

The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.
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The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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thatAll-order
make up everything
we see in the everyday world.
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They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.
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The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.
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The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.
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All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.
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wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.
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The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.
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The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
heavier than the rest of the
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The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.

Drop with Δyfb illustrates dominant LL in HE limit in all-order part
The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.
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The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.
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except
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lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.
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approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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T
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BlackHat/Sherpa (× 1.0)

The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.

NJet/Sherpa (× 1.0)

The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles
mass.
p(1)
>100 GeV
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The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the Data
fundamental constituents of nature
-1 behave.
(particles)
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The Higgs Mechanism

All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
experimental
charge and it has an Total
anti-matter
counterpart called the
positron which carries systematic
positive electricuncertainty
charge.

NLO (scale ⊕ PDF)
uncertainty
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The most common lepton is the
electron and we manipulate these
to produce electrical current.

ATLAS

s=8 TeV, 95 pb-1 - 20.3 fb-1
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Muons and tauons are much the
same
as
electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.
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HT [GeV]
Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

Hurry up!

The particles in the SM have a wide
range of masses. Physicists began to
wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.

Large momentum usually
difficult region for HEJ:
good description now
The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.

Higgs was the first one to write down
that the field should have a
corresponding particle, now the
'Higgs Particle', that you should be
able to search for in experiments. In
2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his

PSR, Cambridge
H

Stay clo

NJet/Sherpa (× 1.0)
The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
(1)
heavierp than
theGeV
rest of the
>100
T
quarks and
so will often decay
before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.

You'll never
detect me!

Neutrinos
are
the
oddest
members of the lepton family.
They are extremely light and they
interact only via the weak force.
This makes them very hard to
detect and study.

The Forces

Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clustersData
of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
(× 0.9)
hadronsHEJ
are
protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.

BlackHat/Sherpa (× 1.0)
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The first exp. analysis where HEJ predictions include this correction

Total experimental
systematic uncertainty

4000

6000

NLO (scale ⊕ PDF)
uncertainty

m4j [GeV]

Problems and Questions
The electromagnetic force is carried
by the photon and is the most familiar
of the forces in the SM. This force is the
reason why opposite electric charges
and magnetic poles attract each other.
By exploiting this force, we live in a
world today with on-demand electricity.

The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.

!

!

!

!

!

The strong force, carried by the
is what holds all the atomic
together. Without it, all atoms
burst apart and complex beings

gluon,
nuclei
would
like us

!

Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
of SM particles, so what is it?
The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.

?

?

?

Very high energies measured
?
(already at Run I)

The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.

In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other
members?

?

Jenni Smillie, 24 Mar 2017

The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?
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The Leptons

What is the Standard Model?

The Quarks

The most common lepton is the
electron and we manipulate these
to produce electrical current.

• Huge phase space for extra hard jets & enhancements of
The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature
(particles) behave.

Quarks are gregarious objects
and prefer to stick together in
clusters of two or three. The
structures they form are called
mesons
and
hadrons
respectively. The most familiar
hadrons are protons and
neutrons, the constituents of all
atomic nuclei.

Stay clo

higher-order coefficients damage convergence of pert. exp.
Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles
that make up everything we see in the everyday world.
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves
are the building blocks of life.
The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact
with one another. Without them, the universe would be
boring.

Muons and tauons are much the
same
as
electrons
except
heavier. Although they are
unstable and will decay into
lighter particles, muons can live
long enough to be detected by
experiments such as those at the
LHC.

• The effect is already seen in Run I LHC data!
The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for
giving other particles mass.

Will be more important at Run II and beyond
Picture Credit: Particle Fever

All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins,
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge.
For example, the electron carries a negative electric
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the
positron which carries positive electric charge.

Neutrinos
are
the
oddest
members of the lepton family.
They are extremely light and they
interact only via the weak force.
This makes them very hard to
detect and study.

You'll never
detect me!

The top quark is the black sheep
of the quark family. It is much
heavier than the rest of the
quarks and so will often decay
before it has a chance to create
a hadron or meson.

• We must allow for this in our theoretical predictions — High

Energy Jets offers a solution (in flexible MC)

The Higgs Mechanism

Those mince pies have
really increased
my mass...

Hurry up!

The particles in the SM have a wide
range of masses. Physicists began to
wonder why this should be the case
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among
others came up with a theory that
might explain the origin of mass.

The Forces

The electromagnetic force is carried
by the photon and is the most familiar
of the forces in the SM. This force is the
reason why opposite electric charges
and magnetic poles attract each other.
By exploiting this force, we live in a
world today with on-demand electricity.

!

Problems and Questions

Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made
of SM particles, so what is it?

• First sub-leading corrections and new HEJ+Pythia improving
!

The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea
is string theory.

HEJ approach further still, with more to come
The idea is that there is a field that
extends over the entire universe and
different particles interact with this
field in different ways. Particles with a
large mass interact with it more
strongly than particles with a small
mass, and particles with no mass do
not interact with it at all.

The weak force is responsible for some
radioactive decays and allows the
neutrinos to interact with other particles
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W
particles. If the weak force did not exist,
stars like our sun would never have
formed.

!

!

The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values.
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.
The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to
be the case.

• This is a theory challenge, but interesting physics!
Higgs was the first one to write down
that the field should have a
corresponding particle, now the
'Higgs Particle', that you should be
able to search for in experiments. In
2012, it was finally found and Higgs
was awarded the Nobel prize for his

PSR, Cambridge
H

!

The strong force, carried by the
is what holds all the atomic
together. Without it, all atoms
burst apart and complex beings

gluon,
nuclei
would
like us

!

In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other
members?

?

?

?

?

?

Jenni Smillie, 24 Mar 2017

The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the antimatter?

